Question:
Can I get a copy of the IRD Remapper? I am going to try to modify it and use it on some SS2 templates. Also, do you have instructions on using the remapper for the CONNECT workspace?

Answer:

The IRD Remapper is an in-house VBA written during the Early Adoption Program (EAP) with Bentley. The following video provides instructions on using it:

https://youtu.be/TmSNtSpucLM

The latest version can be found in the CONNECT workspace at:

“C:\MICROSTATION_CONNECT_WORKSPACE\Configuration\WorkSpaces\NCDOT_Roadway\Standards\Macros\IRD Remapper.xlsm”

For now, you probably just need to remap the Style, Template Drop Interval, Applied Affixes and Point Name:

After the SS2 IRD is remapped, import the HAL/VAL as civil geometry elements in ORD. Then use the ORD built-in function to Import/Convert this remapped IRD in OpenRoads Designer.